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(AUDIO is very low at end)   Talks about the Ambassadors Meeting. Sohel 

masterminded deception with Omega Manufacturing  Company in China, they dissolved 

KF as partner. Our aim is not to make money, but to share the knowledge to change 

peoples lives. The secret is that when enough of these units are in use around the globe 

we will be fed with energy.   (:24). The Belgians started harassing people. Only 20 units 

got out to the world, they're made with special materials. Deforesence caused trouble 

with KF Logo, Keshe will file suit for 300k against him. (:32). There is no radioactive 

materials in it. (:36).  If you don't have copper then you can use long roots of a palm tree, 

they're already Gans filled. (:42). Send a unit to your enemy. Once you create a demand 

the system needs to understand it, needs 3 weeks to develop understanding with PU. 

(:47). Develop one master unit, put PU next to it and it creates a link, then wirelessly 

connected. (:52).  Don't use the shredded Cu wires from those old lamps, better solid 

copper. We need 500 million around the world in next 12 months. (1:20). Will be giving 

interviews to media.   (1:33).  Renan started to market in Philippines, trouble with 

international shipping. The earthquake forecast on West Coast has hit big on internet. We 

saw the earthquakes in the first weeks after the prediction. Saw movements in Panama (3 

earthquakes) and Chile and in Mexico. You read the earthquakes from MG fields of the 

Lava Layers not from surface. In 12 months see the separation from north America, after 

you see many small earthquakes in Panama. (1:43).  Pacific and Atlantic open up to each 

other, if we see rapid earthquakes in Western Europe then the separation complete. If you 

see earthquake in Spain and Portugal. It's not a prophecy it's science. Asked about second 

Sun coming.   (1:55).  Question: He had a rotting in the banana he dropped it in a bucket 

of ashes, next morning it was sitting beside bucket, don't know. What happens during a 

power black out, probably also off, need power generator by P.   (2:01).  Talked about 

connecting to Grid, did some tests, the P jumped over to the building power and brought 

it down, need to develop Plasma signal,  phase feedback. You need thick wires to carry 

higher amps. (2:10). P inside a P will be taught later, turn a P inside out.  he draws P as a 

spiral, open the M and increase G pull back in, open and close it back in, this can only be 

done with M. A guy had Keshe came in a dream and said it's all Plasma, if you take from 

G then gain M. If you want rapid release of Energy increase M, to give to another only by 

the M.   (2:18). lost audio, talked about how to make pain pen and wrapping the coils, 

(broken audio), if working with Cancer cell, are you giving or taking?, inner coil is G, 

which way wind left or right, do you keep the ends open?, Did you use Cu or Cu and 

main wire Al?, if genetic defect tip the Gans coat with Phosphorus. The Pain Pads can be 

Gans coated for any disease. The body only takes if it needs it. Sort out the emotion first 

before touching the physicality. Watch how shake hands, abused woman (sexual or 

emotional), shake with finger tips curled. Hand open thumb out, is a giver. Breast cancer 

almost always connected to calcium, which comes from the bone marrow into the breast 

for nourishing child. If Liver Cancer have to find out what kind and make pen like that, 

liver is for storage of physical part, take toilet paper, put pins in cover in Gans and wrap 

around liver. (2:26).  In Chemo you want only to take the surplus energy out of it, arrange 

the belts accordingly. Back to pen, if need more G make the inner coil longer. A mass 

produced pen is only general conditions, customize pens for diseases. (2:31).  if dealing 

with emotion tip pen with CO2, if energy CH3. This is an ART. Cholesterol has to do 



with physicality and Diabetes with emotional. COPPER is for red tissue muscle only, not 

around head. List for next workshop, Cu, Caustic, Gans, paper plate, 2 m heavy wire, 

receptacle, Phase meter, need to identify the hot wire. (2:39). Officials plugged in and 

blew up PU. It's because not yet Nano coated and crosses the Matter state and burns out, 

in a few days the Nano grows back.  (2:48). Biggest problem thunderstorms, when Grid 

gets Nano coated, disconnect from Grid the power surge will be massive. Cars when 

Nano coated become part of the thunderstorm energy. the car unit 2 cables one to Engine 

and one to the Battery, what if you put a small piece of Nano material in fuel tank?  

Monday many people come to Foundation to make PU together. (2:54).   What happens 

when PU hooked up to a generator, as long as 3 phase, and no heaters. Power tools work 

totally different, more power. Presentation again from last week, he made with 

suggestions of Keshe, fire-coated Nano flaking off, try caustic nano. He prayed over it, is 

there any need to initialize, the lift depends on his connection, let us know. Lift is not 

achieved because attitude wrong. (3:08).  The wire in the center will not have a negative 

effect, it becomes part of the reactor. Discussion about the coil tightness, and 

configurations.       

 


